The goal of Services Computing is to enable IT services and computing technology to perform business services more efficiently and effectively. In this panel, we would like to share our experiences with Services Computing from the business perspective. Cesar Gonzales is an IBM Fellow and the research electronics industry executive, responsible for all interactions between IBM's worldwide research labs and our electronics industry executives and clients. He is an expert in image and video processing and compression; his experience spans the development of algorithms, chip and system architectures, and multimedia applications. He is a coinventor of various patented still-frame and motion video compression techniques that IBM contributed to the JPEG and MPEG international standards and the DVD patent pool. Cesar has received multiple external and internal awards, including a corporate-level award for his leadership in developing IBM's MPEG-based encoders and system-on-a-chip set top box products. In June of 1998, Cesar was named an IBM Fellow. He is also a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). He has served as editor of IEEE Transactions for Circuits and Systems for Video Technology and is currently on the editorial board of ACM's Computers in Entertainment. He also served as the US head of delegation to the ISO MPEG standards and has received an Outstanding Technical Achievement awards from the Hispanic Engineers Technical Achievements Awards conference.
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